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our investigation has uncovered some instances of customizations in the ufb, an
official lenovo vibe k5 a6020l36 stock rom. our test-call of the smartphone

detected the presence of custom firmware files (.odex) for both huawei and ufb
branded lenovo vibe k5 a6020l36 stock rom builds, as in fota. the sprint-branded

version is not represented, but we did not come across any users who have it
installed. unofficially, the source codes provided by ufb are for android 7.0

nougat. all the available custom roms are based on lineageos 16.0. i saw no
stock version available for the vibe k5 a6020l36 on any site. for that, you can

root it using different tools which are mentioned below. the smartphone sports a
5.5-inch full hd display with a 2.5d curved glass and a screen resolution of 720 x
1520 pixels with a pixel density of 401 ppi. there is a 16-megapixel rear camera
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on the rear panel with led flash and an 8-megapixel front-facing camera with led
flash. the phone runs on a mediatek mt6735 quad-core processor with an

800-mhz clock speed and a gpu of mali-t860 mp2. there is a total of 4gb of ram
and 32gb of inbuilt storage space. it has a non-removable li-ion 3,140mah

battery with fast charging support. it is shipped with android 7.0 nougat out of
the box. there are no extra features but you can get stock notifications from

apps. the presence of a fingerprint sensor on the rear panel makes unlocking the
smartphone quick and easy. it is compatible with various connectivity standards
such as 2g, 3g, 4g, and more. the smartphone runs on a 64 bit operating system
with intel atom x5-z8500 processor with a clock speed of up to 2.0 ghz and 4gb

of ram. it also has a 4250mah battery. it is manufactured with a plastic body and
as such is susceptible to scratches, shock, and water damage. it may also be

vulnerable to malware attacks.
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as you may know,
android devices run most
of their code in the form
of android system files

(asfs) and many
bloatware apps also

include asf files. because
a bootloader locks down
your device so that you
can only boot the stock
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firmware, we need to
unlock it first. we cant

unlock the device unless
youve got access to the
bootloader, the unlock

key, and the stock
firmware for your specific

device. while it is
possible to root your

lenovo vibe k5 a6020l36
without the bootloader, it

is not possible to run a
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custom recovery such as
twrp on the device. if you
have an unlock key, we

will follow the stock
firmware unlocking

process. before we can
go ahead with any

process, its important to
confirm that your device

is not rooted already
because your device will
not boot if it is already
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rooted. the easiest way
to do this is to open the
google play store and

install the utility app its
inside what's new for the
k8 note is a new software

experience that
leverages face detection,
to help users find things
with ease. the users of
the k8 note will be able
to find apps for specific
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purposes by drawing a
simple, specific shape,

find the appropriate
music files by a pattern
on the screen, or even
push an app to a less

used part of the screen
by rotating the phone.

lenovo india has already
launched two

smartphones in the
indian market under its
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moto and yoga brands.
the lenovo k8 note

(highlight: the k8 note is
the first smartphone in
india to ship with dolby

atmos, a technology that
enables true 3d audio -
the pictures and videos

that you capture are
reproduced with more

vivid colors and sounds;
even the best game,
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movie and music were
never better) and the

lenovo yoga 700
(highlight: the lenovo
yoga 700 sports 5.2

inches full hd ips display,
a 1.5ghz quad-core

processor, dolby atmos
and a dual camera) to its
consumers. you may find
something useful here :-)
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